
5 STEPS
To hire the best
people for your 
accounting firm



What typically happens when you go to interview a candidate?

You've got your notebook, you've got your interview structure. You
ask the questions and write down their answers. 

Say I ask "What does GoProposal do?" They'll tell me an answer,
and originally I would have written that response down. 

What I've found a lot better to do is, instead of writing down what
they say, write down how you felt when they said it.

For example, if someone gives me a really subpar answer and I
can tell they haven't done any research, they're just pulling words
from the website that they read 5 minutes ago, I'll write that down. 

I'll note that it doesn't quite feel coherent, and doesn't feel as
though they've done a lot of research. 

If then, throughout the course of the interview, I start asking them
about core values, about the role, their experience, etcetera, if all
my thoughts and feelings are...

"Hmm, I'm not sure.. I felt like there was a bit of dishonesty there"
then the conclusion is a clear cut 'No.' This person isn't right.

Whereas, if I only write down their answers, by the end it's easy to
question yourself and ask, "Were they, right? Am I being a bit
mean? Because everything they've said is quite good?"

If you haven't written down those gut feelings you get throughout
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DON'T WRITE DOWN WHAT
THEY SAY (DO THIS INSTEAD)



the interview, you can very easily gaslight yourself. 

The feelings you get when they answer are more important than
what they actually say. That leans into the fact that many people
don't say amazing things in interviews, because they are nervous.

So it gives them a leg up in saying it doesn't actually matter 100%
what words are coming out your mouth, it's more the feelings I'm
getting from you as a human being as to how you say them.

If I feel that you're being honest and you've done your research
and you feel like a great person, that's great.

Whereas, if I feel like you can articulate things really well, but it's
coming across a bit cocky and arrogant, I want to remember that's
how you're making me feel. If you're going to be having
conversations with my customers, I don't want them to feel that as
well. 

So, write down your gut feelings as opposed to what people say. 

DON'T WRITE DOWN WHAT
THEY SAY (DO THIS INSTEAD)

“I've learned that people will forget
what you said, people will forget

what you did, but people will never
forget how you made them feel.”

 
MAYA ANGELOU
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If you ask someone to tell you about your company within the first
5 minutes of interview, their answer is going to be horrific. 

Our process is: 

- Screening CVs. 

- If we like them, we'll get them to send a video (depending on
the nature of their role. For us, this suits client-facing and
marketing roles, but wouldn't be needed for developers). 

- A 20 minute screening call. 
It's a really casual call. And in that call, we ask them things that
are generally quite easy to answer. We just want to get to know
this person and see if their CV translates into who they are as a
person.  

- Final interview. 

In the first five or ten minutes, the person sat on the other end of
this interview is not going to say anything they mean.

They're just going to be nervous. They'll just be trying to connect
things in their head. 

"What do they want me to say? Who do they want me to be? How
should I sit?"

So, ask the easiest questions. Spend the first five, ten minutes
calming their nerves whilst they get oriented. 

In that first 5 minutes I'll ask questions like... 4. 
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"How was your commute, where you traveled from?"

Another great question to ask early on is, "Tell me about your
career over the last five to ten years" because that's really easy.
It's a very linear thing that people can recall in their head. 

Whereas, if you say to someone "Tell me about our company,"
their answer is going to be horrific in the first five minutes. 

And that's not what you want. You want to set them up for
success. 

So spend the first five to ten minutes of an interview, trying to chill
people out and let them know you're human.

“A calm mind brings
inner strength & self
confidence, that is 

very important.”
 

DALAI LAMA
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I want to stress how important it is to speak to people like human
beings.

I started doing recruitment for GoProposal from day one,  because
we were a company of three at the time.

We were using Indeed, and when creating a response for
applicants moving onto the next stage of interviews, there are
prewritten responses you can select to say, "no - unfortunately
you haven't been successful," or "yes - you have moved through
to stage two of blah, blah, blah."

I read it, and knew I don't speak like that to anyone. So I thought,
How do I make this more me? But still scalable? Because yes, we
absolutely still need a platform to receive CVs.

That's our first port of call because you don't want to put too many
barriers in front of the recruitment process. A CV is something
that, when people are looking for jobs, they have put a lot of time
and effort into creating this document.

When we screen those CVs if we say no, we say no and still thank
them. If we say yes...

They receive a pre-written response saying:

I LOVE your CV and think you could be perfect for this role.
Please send us a two to three minute video answering these
questions... OR answer them on an email and send it through
within the next seven days.
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It's still scalable. It just changes their response. That person's now
to going to receive that and think:

1. I'm speaking to a human (or two). 

2. They've told me they love my CV. They looked at it, they've
seen me and love it!

3. OK, they love my CV. So I've got a chance here, they're not
just putting me in a pool with loads of other people. 

Talk to people like a human right from the beginning. 

When you email them, if they ever email and ask you questions,
just be your most authentic self. Just speak to them like you would
speak to someone you've been working with for three years.

Speak to them like a human being and try to just reduce all of that
seriousness around the recruitment process.

“The magic formula that successful
businesses have discovered is 

to treat customers like guests &
employees like people.”

 
TOM PETERS
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If you're not sure on someone, a really great thing to do at every
stage of the interview, is to call things out.

Even if you're only a little bit worried about something, but you're
otherwise 90% sure about someone...

Just tell them. 

Give them the opportunity to help you overcome that worry. If on a
CV, for example, you think they're great, you really want to speak
to them, but you get to the end of the screening call and think...

"Well that experience overlaps a little bit, I'm not quite sure about
that, what's that company? Is it as important as you say?" 

Ask them those questions. At the end of the interview, once
you've followed your structure and asked all your set questions, if
you still have this burning worry inside of you, just about one tiny
thing...
 
Get it out on the table.

Say "I have a slight worry that what is on your CV isn't quite right.
I'm just feeling something uncertain with it, can you help me get
over that?" And nine times out of ten they will.

And the one other time they'll make it worse and you'll think,
"Good. I'm glad I asked that because that needed to happen."

“Never be afraid to question”
 

RUBY DEE 8. 

VOICE ANY CONCERNS IN 
THE INTERVIEW



The purpose of day one is for them to go home thinking, 'Wow, I
can't believe I'm working for this company, this is so exciting.'

A couple of weeks before they start, we send a PDF document
called 'Your Day One'.

Every time I've started a new job, the things I've been thinking
before my first day were always..

"What do I wear on my first day? Do I go to reception? I'd rather
be there early. Does everyone get in early? Is that going to be
annoying if I'm there early?" 

We wanted to remove all that first day confusion by giving
everyone a very simple 'Day One' plan. 

An important part of that plan is that they know exactly where to
go, how to turn up, when to turn up and what to do when they get
there. 

But more importantly, it gets them excited. 

The whole first day is built around getting that person excited and
setting them up for success.

We have a vision and values session at the beginning of the day,
designed to excite people and teach them how their role is going
to fit into our bigger vision, and why they're so important and 
 valuable to the company.
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Then, we do a team lunch, where we will go for a big lunch
together so everyone can lower their barriers, and stop feeling like
they need to be 'professional.'

After lunch, they'll come back to the office, where they'll get
introduced to the 'First 90 Days' plan. There will be a half hour
session with their team leader, talking them through what to
expect for the first 90 days, and then we send them home.

We'll usually send them home about half way through the
afternoon, with a bottle of Prosecco or beer or whatever, and their
new laptop. 

In reality, on someone's first day, how much are they going to
learn? Really, they're just nervous or excited or they're filled with
emotion. The purpose of day one is for them to go home thinking,
"Wow, I can't believe I'm working this company."

Send them home halfway through the afternoon. And they'll come
back tomorrow excited to get started on the real work. 

This transcript was taken from the webinar 'How to induct, hire &
attract a high performing team' with Heather Elkington & Simon
Chaplin. Click here to watch the full video.

“Skills are cheap. 
Passion is priceless.”

 
GARY VEE
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https://goproposal.com/attract-hire-induct-high-performing-candidates-for-your-accountancy-firm/


SIGN UP TODAY

http://www.goproposal.com/signup

